
Congress had a shortened week as they head out on an Easter Holiday two-week recess.

 

On Wednesday, Oprah Winfrey and Prince Harry announced they will launch a mental health show

on Apple TV beginning in 2020. The multi-part documentary series will focus on both mental illness

and mental wellness, asking viewers to have an honest conversation about the challenges they face,

and how to equip people with mental health conditions with the tools to thrive.

 

Here is Your Week in Review:

 

EXECUTIVE

 

GAO Research on Health Care Costs of Untreated Conditions is Limited

 

·         According to a new GAO national survey, Nearly 40 million American adults have untreated

substance use disorders or mental health conditions, such as depression. many of them don't think

they need treatment.

 

·         Most found higher health care costs for adults who didn't receive behavioral health treatment.

However, there is no generally accepted estimate of the overall costs.

 

·         You can view the study here

 

SAMHSA Releases School Trauma Resource Guide

 

·         SAMHSA released a new resource to help schools better support students and families in the

aftermath of violence and trauma.

 

·         It provides strategies to assist schools with readiness, response, and recovery to help a school

community support resilience in the event of a tragedy.

 

·         It offers places to turn for more resources and discusses terminology and concepts related to

suicide and grief.

 

·         It highlights the importance of providing culturally responsive services, with examples of

cultural considerations for schools to help Hispanic/Latino students struggling with grief and
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trauma.

 

·         Download the Resource

 

SAMHSA Releases Medication Assisted Treatment in Criminal Justice Settings Resource Guide

 

·         SAMHSA released a new resource to help jails and prisons utilize MAT to treat prisoners

struggling with addiction.

 

·         Persons with opioid use disorders who transition back to their community after a period of

incarceration in jail or prison often face immediate exposure to their familiar environment of

previous opioid use at a time when their bodies are no longer accustomed to previous opioid

dosages consequently, these individuals are at high risk for relapse and overdose.

 

·         However, there is overwhelming evidence that medication-assisted treatment (MAT) is an

effective intervention for addressing the needs of criminal justice and non-criminal justice

populations.

 

·         The new guide focuses on the use of MAT in jails and prisons, and during the reentry process

when justice-involved individuals return to the community.

 

·         The guide also provides an overview of the implementation of systemic policies and practices

that moderate and mitigate the risk of overdose, and other harmful consequences for persons with

opioid use disorder who are in criminal justice settings or in transition to the community.

 

·         Download the Guide

 

FDA Announced New Opioid Labeling Requirements

 

·         The FDA announced new requirements for opioid labels today to help health care providers

safely decrease the dose in patients who are physically dependent on the pain medications.
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·         The labeling change, as well as related safety communication, were spurred by reports of

serious harm, including withdrawal symptoms, uncontrolled pain, psychological distress and suicide

in opioid-dependent patients who abruptly had their medicines discontinued or the doses rapidly

decreased.

 

·         The FDA says a variety of factors should be considered when a patient and provider agree to

taper an opioid, including the dosage of the drug, the duration of treatment, the type of pain being

treated and the physical and psychological attitudes of the patient.

 

·         There is currently no standard opioid tapering schedule suitable for all patients.

 

·         FDA advises that the health care provider and patients should work together on how to

gradually reduce the dose and patients should be closely monitored, especially when they have been

treated for a long time or with high doses of opioids for chronic pain. Supportive services like mental

health treatment should be offered, and if a substance use disorder is suspected, patients should be

treated with strategies like medication-assisted treatment.

 

·         The agency is also updating the labels of opioids with new information on side effects, including

central sleep apnea and drug interactions, as well as proper storage and disposal of the drugs.

 

Trump Administration Appealing Federal Court Decision to Block Medicaid Work Requirements

 

·         The Trump administration appealed a federal court decision that blocked new work

requirements on Medicaid recipients.

 

·         The filings on behalf of HHS Secretary Alex Azar, CMS Administrator Seema Verma and their

agencies to the U.S. Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia seek to overturn District Court

Judge James Boasberg's March 27 ruling that the administration failed to justify that adding

employment conditions and other changes to Medicaid in Arkansas and Kentucky advanced

Medicaid's basic purpose of providing health coverage.

 

·         More than 18,000 low-income adults in Arkansas were thrown off Medicaid last year for failing

to meet requirements that they work or participate in another job-related activity for at least 80

hours per month in order to keep their health care. State data show few have reapplied for coverage.
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·         Kentucky's work rules — which haven't been put in place — are part of a broader envisioned

overhaul of the state's Medicaid program that overall is projected to reduce its rolls by 95,000

residents.

 

·         The administration filed separate appeals for the Arkansas ruling and the Kentucky ruling.

 

116th Congress – Behavioral Health Legislative Tracker

 

Here are the behavioral health bills introduced this week:

 

STATUS

ISSUE /

SUBISSUE CHAMBER

BILL

NUMBER TITLE SPONSOR SUMMARY BILL TEXT

Introduced

Mental

Health -

Education Senate 1122

Smith

(MN)

To revise and

extend

projects

relating to

children and to

provide access

to school-

based

comprehensive

mental health

programs

https://www.congress.gov

/bill/116th-congress

/senate-bill/1122/text?q=

%7B%22search%22%3A

%5B%22mental+health

%22%5D%7D&r=3&s=7

Introduced

Mental

Health -

Police

Support Senate 998

Supporting

and Treating

Officers In

Crisis Act of

2019

Hawley

(MO)

To expand

support for

police officer

family services,

stress

reduction, and

suicide

prevention,

and for other

purposes.

https://www.congress.gov

/bill/116th-congress

/senate-bill/998/text?q=

%7B%22search%22%3A

%5B%22mental+health

%22%5D%7D&r=6&s=2

Introduced

Mental

Health -

Homelessness House 2001

Homeless

Children and

Youth Act of

2019

Stivers

(OH)

To amend the

McKinney-

Vento

Homeless

Assistance Act

to meet the

https://www.congress.gov

/bill/116th-congress

/house-bill/2001/text?q=

%7B%22search%22%3A

%5B%22mental+health

%22%5D%7D&r=10&s=2
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needs of

homeless

children, youth,

and families,

and honor the

assessments

and priorities

of local

communities

Introduced

Mental

Health -

Homelessness Senate 923

Fighting

Homelessness

Through

Services and

Housing Act

Feinstein

(CA)

To fight

homelessness

in the United

States by

authorizing a

grant program

within the

Health

Resources and

Services

Administration

for housing

programs that

offer

comprehensive

services and

intensive case

management

for homeless

individuals and

families.

https://www.congress.gov

/bill/116th-congress

/senate-bill/923/text?q=

%7B%22search%22%3A

%5B%22mental+health

%22%5D%7D&r=16&s=2

Introduced

Mental

Health -

Medicaid House 1920

Medicaid

Bump Act

Kennedy

(MA)

To provide a

higher Federal

matching rate

for increased

expenditures

under

Medicaid for

mental and

behavioral

health services

https://www.congress.gov

/bill/116th-congress

/house-bill/1920/text?q=

%7B%22search%22%3A

%5B%22mental+health

%22%5D%7D&r=18&s=2

Introduced

Opioids -

Trafficking

Enforcement House 2226

Buchanan

(FL)

To impose

sanctions with

respect to

https://www.congress.gov

/bill/116th-congress

/house-bill/2226?q=
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foreign

traffickers of

illicit opioids

%7B%22search%22%3A

%5B%22opioids%22%5D

%7D&s=4&r=1

Introduced

Opioids -

Trafficking

Enforcement Senate 1044

Schumer

(NY)

To impose

sanctions with

respect to

foreign

traffickers of

illicit opioids

https://www.congress.gov

/bill/116th-congress

/senate-bill/1044/text?q=

%7B%22search%22%3A

%5B%22s.1044%22%5D

%7D&r=1&s=5

 

 

STATE, COUNTY & CITY NEWS

 

California: Implementing Hub and Spoke Treatment System: California had just weeks to get a

program that used medication to treat opioid use disorder up and running after receiving $90

million in federal grants in 2017. So officials found a model that was already working in Vermont, and

supersized it to fit the sprawling state. The scaling up of the "Hub and Spoke" system, particularly in

rural areas, has presented challenges but also delivered results in locales like this Gold Rush-era city

east of Sacramento — and dovetailed with existing efforts to expand medication-assisted treatment

to give the state a two-pronged approach to confronting the opioid epidemic.

 

Colorado: Announced the Formation of a Behavioral Health Transformation Task Force: Gov. Jared Polis

on Monday announced the creation of a behavioral health task force to overhaul Colorado’s system

to treat people battling mental illness and substance abuse. An estimated 832,000 Coloradans live

with some kind of mental illness, and nearly 450,000 of them aren’t being treated for it, according to

a recent Mental Health America report. Polis previously voiced a desire to tackle gaps in behavioral

health care, and he acknowledged Monday that the state fares poorly in many national rankings,

despite spend The Colorado Department of Human Services will spearhead the new behavioral

health task force unveiled Monday. It must include several state agencies and representatives of

consumers and families navigating the mental health system, Polis ordering more than $1 billion a

year on its behavioral health system. The goal, he said, is to streamline services so people finally can

get the care they need to live happier and more fulfilling lives. Three initial focus areas are reforming

the behavioral health safety net system, improving care for children and developing a long-term plan

to improve care for criminal defendants who either are — or are believed to be — mentally

incompetent to stand trial. Among its recommendations will be whether to consolidate programs

and funding streams under fewer state or local agencies. A statewide blueprint of reforms is due

June 2020, and the state must be ready to start implementing those changes a month later.

 

Delaware: Delaware Senate Approves Proposed Tax on Opioids: Drug manufacturers that sell opioid

painkillers in Delaware would pay a new tax to help support substance abuse prevention and

treatment, under legislation approved Tuesday by the state Senate. The bill cleared the Senate on a

17-4 vote and now goes to the House. The legislation imposes a per-pill tax on prescription opioids

ranging from a few cents to a dollar or more, based on their strength and whether they are brand-

name or generic. The tax would be used to create a fund for drug treatment and substance abuse
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prevention programs.

 

New Jersey: Gov. Murphy’s Budget Would Impose New Tax on Opioid Manufacturers: New Jersey has

joined a growing number of states seeking to generate additional revenue to fight the opioid

epidemic through new taxes on the pharmaceutical companies that manufacture the highly

addictive medicines that can lead to drug abuse. In his new budget proposal, Gov. Phil Murphy has

called for a tax on companies that make or distribute opioids, which his administration said could

raise some $21.5 million over the coming fiscal year. Details of the plan remain scarce and it would

require legislation, which has yet to be introduced.

 

New Jersey: Governor Murphy Signs Mental Health Parity Legislation: Governor Phil Murphy today

signed legislation that will enhance enforcement of mental health parity laws by improving

transparency and accountability related to the insurance coverage of mental health and substance

use disorder treatment services for New Jersey residents. The law (A2031/S1339) requires health

insurers to provide coverage for mental health conditions and substance use disorders under the

same terms and conditions as provided for any other sickness and to meet the requirements of the

Paul Wellstone and Pete Domenici Mental Health Parity and Addiction Equity Act. The federal law

enacted in 2008 requires equal coverage for mental and physical health care services.

 

New York: New York Office Of Mental Health Launches New Electronic Bed Tracking System: The New

York State Office of Mental Health (OMH) announced the launch of a new bed tracking system that

will improve the way information about inpatient bed availability is collected and maintained

statewide. The goal is to reduce wait times for inpatient psychiatric care. The Bed Availability

System (BAS) will require all hospitals in New York State to electronically report psychiatric

inpatient bed availability twice daily. OMH field offices, county mental health directors, and all

general hospitals, psychiatric hospitals, and OMH state-operated hospitals will have access to BAS

for immediate, up-to-date information.

 

Tennessee: TN Adding Treatment and Recovery Staff: The Tennessee Department of Mental Health

and Substance Abuse Services is adding staff to an overdose prevention program that it credits with

saving at least 2,000 lives. he Tennessee Department of Mental Health and Substance Abuse

Services is adding staff to an overdose prevention program that it credits with saving at least 2,000

lives. The department says it recently increased the number of regional overdose prevention

specialists from 13 to 20. These specialists educate the public and first responders on substance use

disorder, opioid overdose and how to use naloxone. That's an antidote to opioid overdose.

 

Harris County, TX: Harris County Launches Stabilization Center: The Harris County Jail is the third-

largest jail in the U.S and approximately 2,250 inmates are on psychotropic medication to treat

mental illnesses. HCSO opened the Judge Ed Emmett Mental Health Diversion Center in September

where officers can take persons with mental illness who have been picked up for low-level,

nonviolent offenses to get treatment—rather than languishing in jails waiting for a state psychiatric

hospital bed to become available. The $7.5 million center was funded through grants issued by the

Texas Health and Human Services Commission, according to officials with The Harris Center for

Mental Health and IDD—the county’s mental health authority. HSCO is also in the final phase of its
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pilot tele psychiatry program. The program enables officers in the field to access clinicians via iPads

when encountering someone the officer believes is mentally ill. Prior to the program, HCSO had nine

psychiatry clinicians to assist patrol deputies; with tele psychiatry, the office now has access to 29

psychiatry clinicians, as well as a psychiatrist.

 

Kern County, CA: California Announced a $2.3 million Dollar Fine Against Kern County for not

Providing Adequate Mental Health Services: The California Department of Health Care Services

announced that it would be imposing $2.3 million in monthly sanctions onto Kern County for the

county’s “failure to comply with network adequacy standards.” The state used a formula to

determine how many mental health care workers the county needed to employ to adequately

service Kern County’s needs and it plans to enforce the sanctions by withholding $2.3 million in

payment to the county. “They’re not saying there’s not adequate service,” said Bill Walker, the

director of the Kern County Behavioral Health and Recovery Services. “They’re saying, using a math

equation, this is how much staff you should have.”

 

Los Angeles County, CA: L.A. County funds $9.7 million in Mental Health Resources for LAUSD

students: The Los Angeles County Board of Supervisors on Tuesday approved $17.4 million in

funding for mental health resources at Los Angeles Unified School District and Los Angeles County

Office of Education campuses. Roughly $9.7 million of the total will go to the LAUSD. LAUSD

Superintendent Austin Beutner told the board he recently visited a middle school with 1,000

students and found that 125 children there suffered from suicidal ideation and 25 were hospitalized.

LACOE Superintendent Debra Duardo agreed, saying the number one request she gets from schools

is for more mental health resources. Teachers who help children cope with violence in their homes

and communities will also have access to more resources. “Empowering kids” is another aim of the

motion, which calls for the Department of Mental Health to develop a mental health “first aid” pilot

to teach students how to support friends and families with mental health issues. Barger said she’d

like to expand programming to others school districts countywide. The motion by Supervisors

Kathryn Barger and Mark Ridley-Thomas will launch a “Community Schools Initiative” (CSI) in the

county’s highest needs school districts. The motion directs DMH to set aside $4.3 million to fund “45

positions and deploy 10 regional mental health teams” to the county’s 80 school districts.

 

Los Angeles County, CA: L.A. County Jail Begins a Mental Health Renovation: the county has been

proposing to replace the facility. In June 2018 county supervisors finally approved $2.2 billion to

build a replacement with the notable amendment that the new facility would be designed with a

focus on mental health and rehabilitation. As reported by The Los Angeles Times at the time, 70

percent of the county jail’s population were physically or mentally ill. One study last year found that

even as the numbers in California’s jails had been going down, the number of county jail inmates

requiring psychotropic drugs had gone up by 25 percent

 

Madison County, AL: 1,400 Madison County Students Seeing Mental Health Counselors Per Month:

More than a thousand Madison County Schools students are seeking professional help with mental

health, with officials expecting that number to rise. The district utilizes Wellstone Behavioral Health,

a Huntsville-based nonprofit. Wellstone provides 34 mental health counselors for the district’s

19,000 students. It estimates its counselors are seeing 1,400 students on a monthly basis, 7.4
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percent of the district’s population. The workload for each counselor is unclear, but if it were split

evenly, each Wellstone counselor would be responsible for 41 students. Madison County Schools

now has a mental health counselor present on every campus

 

New York City: Catholic Charities and Catholic Homes New York Opened New Supportive Housing

Units: Catholic Charities and Catholic Homes New York, along with city and state officials, gathered

Monday afternoon to open St. Augustine Terrace, a 112-unit low-income-housing building in the

Bronx. There are 35 units reserved for adults with mental illness. Residents with mental illnesses

will receive ongoing services, such as case management, from the Beacon of Hope division of

Catholic Charities Community Services. Most previously stayed in group residences. The project

received support from New York City government and state government. Catholic Charities said

Monday that its 10-year plan includes doubling the 2,000 units of low-income and affordable

housing developed under Catholic Homes during the past four decades. That will include more units

for individuals with mental illnesses as well as for veterans and individuals who were previously in

foster care.

 

Batavia, NY: Announced a New Partnership to Coordinate Treatment and Recovery Services: The city of

Batavia announced on Monday that it agreed to form a new partnership with local agencies to help

those dealing with opioid addictions to recover. The city police and fire departments, Le Roy police,

Genesee County Sheriff’s Office and Genesee-Orleans Council on Alcoholism and Substance Abuse

(GCASA) will begin a program in Genesee County called Police Assisted Addiction Recovery

Initiative Program (PAARI). This program will give those addicted to opioids more places to get

substance use disorder treatment in the community. People who need it will be able to seek

treatment at any time. They say PAARI is not a “get-out-of-jail-free” program or a way to avoid legal

consequences when someone has been arrested for a crime, has an outstanding warrant or

surrenders drugs weighing enough to constitute a felony. In those cases, a person may ask for

treatment and will be connected to it after he or she complies with the legal process and accepts the

consequences. It is also not designed as a homeless shelter or housing program. Each agency

involved in the program has completed specialized training and is ready to participate.

 

Carpentaria, CA: Carpentaria Pilots Community-based Mental Health Care: The executive director of

the Carpentaria Children’s Project (CCP) was highlighting the tremendous partnership of local

government and nonprofit organizations that came together over 18 months to create the new

mental healthcare hub, Carp Connect, which celebrated with a ribbon cutting on April 5, of the new

suite in Carpentaria Veterans Hall. A key component of the sustainability of the Carp Connect

project was to integrate mental health care with other medical care, and moreover, to ensure that

the state reimburses mental health services to clients. Many of the Carp Connect clients will be

referred by practitioners at the Carpentaria Health Care Center. The facility serves around 800

people a month, an uptick since the MediCal expansion of the Affordable Care Act that allowed for

more patients to access preventative healthcare, pediatrics, OBGYN services and general

practitioners. Carp Connect will offer clients access to services across the spectrum of mental health

and wellness needs provided by organizations such as CCP, Carpentaria Unified School District,

Home for Good/United Way, Hope805, Hope Net of Carpentaria, Mental Wellness Center, Pacific

Pride, Path Point, Santa Barbara Public Health Department and Santa Barbara Response Network.
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Charleston, WV: Quick Response Team Sees Success in Opioid Fight: Consisting of a police officer, a

paramedic and a mental health representative, the team follows up with overdose patients within 72

hours to offer support. Nearly a year after it started, representatives of a program meant to get

Charleston’s overdose patients into drug treatment say it’s seeing some success. Charleston’s quick

response team has developed a list of 200 overdose patients or drug users since it started in late

June 2018, coordinator Steve Samples said. Of those, about 19 percent have gone into some sort of

recovery program, he said. The team includes one Charleston police officer, one paramedic and one

representative from one of three mental health providers: Highland Hospital, Prestera or Thomas

Health. The team will also visit people who tell first responders they need help finding drug

treatment for themselves or a loved one. The QRT is funded this year by a grant from the state

Bureau for Behavioral Health. The current grant, which is managed by Prestera, runs out June 30.

The city of Charleston has applied for a grant to continue the program for another year after the

current grant runs out.

 

Eureka, IL: Downtown Eureka Housing Project Aims to House Homeless, Veterans, Mentally Ill: The

Danco Group is about three months into the construction of a 50-unit three-story building, which

will provide 25 units in new living spaces to homeless or at-risk veterans. The other half will be for

the general homeless population, particularly those with mental illness. The facility will feature

residential units in groups of seven and there will be space for the Veterans Administration to assist

those veterans in need of help along with support staff from DHHS. In addition to providing service

for veterans, 25 units will be available to the mentally ill who are chronically homeless as well.

 

Orange County, CA: Requiring Sober Living Homes Disclose their Affiliates: In an attempt to wrap its

arms around abuses in the addiction-treatment industry, Orange County became the first in

California to require all providers to come clean by disclosing their affiliates — sober living homes,

blood- and urine-testing labs, pharmacies and the like — in a public registry. County supervisors

approved the move in contentious meetings in October, and the system has been in development

ever since. The online registry is now in testing and is slated to launch by summer, say officials with

the county Health Care Agency.

 

Rockford, IL: Launched a New Stabilization Pilot Program: A new pilot program between a local

mental health provider and the Rockford Fire Department is launching to reduce emergency room

calls. When a mental health related 911 call comes in, the only state-mandated place where an

ambulance can take a person is to the nearest emergency room. A new plan would allow first

responders to take them to a local center to receive immediate care. Rockford logged almost one

thousand mental health transports last year. Program advocates hope that number drops by at least

a third.

 

Salt Lake City, UT: Salt Lake City Provides $112k to Launch Program to House Individuals with Mental

Illness: Salt Lake City officials have given $112,000 to help 30 people with severe mental illness find

housing. The city is stepping forward to provide some specific funding to eliminate barriers to

housing for a specific population — people with mental illness," said Kathy Bray, president of

Volunteers of America-Utah. She said the funding will be used in its Assertive Community Treatment
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program, a treatment center for people with severe mental illness. The funds help with application

fees, utility bills, moving costs and sometimes rent, depending on the individual's needs. The new

ACT Housing Program will help fill a gap in needs we are currently experiencing in our city,” said

Mayor Jackie Biskupski.“The flexibility of city funding allows us to partner with organizations like

VOA to maximize the value of taxpayer dollars.” Rent assistance is often restricted to families and

seniors, and this will give a fund to help the mentally ill get into housing at a faster rate. These funds

will reduce overall health care costs because the clients will be able to stay on their medication more

easily and will not be going in and out of shelters, hospitals or jails.

 

San Diego, CA: Launched Door to Door Opioids Collection Program: San Diego is using a new method

to fight the opioid crisis - going door-to-door. Nearly 200 realtors and elected officials in San Diego

kicked off an innovative program aimed at reducing access to opioid pain killers. Volunteers went

door-to-door in the city, handing out information cards and special plastic bags for residents to

properly dispose of their unneeded and expired prescription drugs. To counter the increasing

number of opioid deaths, San Diego County Sheriff Bill Gore, County Supervisor Kristin Gaspar, Safe

Homes Coalition and the San Diego Association of Realtors launched the “Keep Kids Safe” program.

 

Washington, D.C: Announced New Director for Department of Behavioral Health Services: D.C Mayor

Muriel Bowser announced the appointment of Barbara Bazron — a veteran manager of public health

agencies in both the District and Maryland — to lead the Department of Behavioral Health. Bazron,

a seasoned bureaucrat who has consulted for the U.S. Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services

Administration (SAMHSA), worked for the D.C. Department of Behavioral Health between 2007 and

2015. She served as interim director of the agency in 2015.

 

IN OTHER NEWS

 

Study Shows More Children, Teens Seeking Mental Health Help at Emergency Rooms

 

·         New numbers show an alarming rise in children and teens turning to the emergency rooms for

help because of suicidal thoughts and attempts.

 

·         Using data from the National Hospital Ambulatory Medical Case Survey, which was conducted

by the US Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, JAMA Pediatrics found that 1.2 million

young people sought help for such thoughts at emergency rooms in 2015.

 

·         That is double the number of youth who did so in 2007.

 

EVERFI and The Jed Foundation Announce Strategic Partnership to Expand Mental Health and

Wellness Offerings for Colleges and Universities
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·         EVERFI Inc., a leading education technology innovator, and The Jed Foundation (JED), a leading

nonprofit that exists to protect emotional health and prevent suicide for our nation’s teens and

young adults, announced a strategic partnership to develop Mental Well-being for Students, a new

digital learning course to equip undergraduates with essential skills and information to navigate the

stressors and emotional challenges associated with college life.

 

·         Mental Well-being for Students will be available for implementation by colleges and

universities in the fall of 2019.

 

·         This press release features multimedia. View the full release here:

https://www.businesswire.com/news/home/20190411005775/en/

 

National Alliance to End Homelessness Releases 2019 State of Homelessness Report

 

·         The National Alliance to End Homelessness released their State of Homelessness 2019 report

to chart the nation’s progress towards ending homelessness.

 

·         The report features:

o   Available Beds: Analyzes the capacity of shelters and other temporary housing

providers.

o   Racial and Ethnic Dynamics: Race and ethnicity figure significantly into the

story of homelessness in America. African Americans, American Indians/Alaska

Natives, Native Hawaiians and Pacific Islanders, and Hispanics are over-represented

in homeless counts. The report includes new information to address this issue.

o   Geography of Challenges: Report identifies states and CoCs with the greatest

numbers and highest percentages of people experiencing homelessness.

 

·         The report updates material that was available in previous years: 

o   State and CoC Data: Features maps with state and CoC-level data on homeless

counts and rates of homelessness.

o   At-Risk Numbers: Analyzes raw Census data to count and chart the number of

Americans living doubled up or experiencing severe housing cost burdens.

o   Visualizations: The report offers visual representations of counts,
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trends, subgroup status, and available housing assistance.

 

Center for American Progress (CAP) Releases Study Showing Long Term Care Workforce Issues

 

·         CAP examines underlying problems with the long-term health care workforce.

 

·         A new report from the Center for American Progress highlights several shortcomings with the

country's current system for providing long-term care services, including providing suggestions for

lawmakers, like increasing workers' wages, and funding workforce development opportunities.

 

·         Read the report here

 

PBS Documentary Shows How Opioid Crisis and Rural Health Workforce Shortage

 

·         A new documentary offers a look at the shortage of health care providers in rural America,

especially in the midst of the opioid epidemic.

 

·         The film follows medical staff at El Centro, a network of clinics in northern New Mexico that

offer care to anyone regardless of their ability to pay.

 

·         The clinicians include a family physician, a nurse practitioner, and the director of El Centro, who

has a family history of addiction and is working to train physician assistants to help fill in the paucity

in medical providers.

 

·         The documentary, part of PBS’ Independent Lens series, will be available for

streaming here beginning today

 

READING MATERIAL

 

The Washington Post: Dissecting Brains to Find Signs of Mental Illness

 

California Health Report: Aiming to Help Homeless, UCLA Residents Practice ‘Street Psychiatry’

 

Education Dive: Gen Z Takeover: As demand for mental health services grows, colleges give
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students new tools

 

State of Reform: We Can’t address our substance use crisis without addressing our workforce

shortage

 

Stateline: As Drug Crises Surge, Babies Enter Foster Care at Higher Rate

 

Vox: Addiction is a disease. But an opioid executive wants you to think it’s a crime

 

Kaiser Health News: Lethal Plans: When Seniors Turn To Suicide In Long-Term Care

 

**The information compiled in this email comes from the following news sources: Politico, Roll

Call, The Hill, Modern Healthcare, Morning Consult, Axios, Kaiser Health News, and STAT**

 

Joel E. Miller

Executive Director and CEO

American Mental Health Counselors Association
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